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This chapter sketches a basic conceptual framework for identifying and analysing the
audiences and receptions of the kind of medieval biographical collections studied in this
special issue. To do so, it sets out the range of approaches taken by the contributors and
situates these approaches in relation to previous scholarship on the reception and inter
pretation of textual sources. Particular attention is given to the dynamic relationships
between those who wrote texts and those who read and utilised them, relationships which
are especially pertinent for studying compilations. In the process of transmission and re
ception, old texts were imbued with new meanings as later readers excerpted, copied and
compiled them into novel collections. It is argued that by exploring biographical collections
in the light of audience and reception, it is possible to uncover some of the different ways that
authors/compilers sought to articulate notions of community.
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Whenever a text is being conceived, the moment a quill is put to parchment or a pen to paper,
we – the readers – enter the realm of authors and their authority.1 From there, the leap to
the audience can be deceptively easy: it may be construed as either the people an author or
compiler had in mind while crafting a text or as the people who ended up reading, editing
and using the composition over the centuries.2 Whatever the case, it is worth asking to what
extent the audience of a text (intended or otherwise) can be construed as a community –
whether a given text was intended to build a community from scratch, consolidate one in
times of crisis or rally its readers to continue to face the unknown together. The texts and
compilations under scrutiny in this volume each have their own relation to the communities
they addressed; authors both imagined and appealed to a pre-existing community, if only
because of the language they used or the discourse they shared with their audience. Crucial
aspects and dimensions of community, upon which our assembled biographical collections
variously touch, are brought into focus when analysed in the light of fundamental ques
tions concerning the intended and actual audiences of texts and compilations, the manner in
which texts were read and received, and the way a given story changed meaning over time,
as it was appropriated or repurposed.3
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Reception and Conception
Reception connects authors or compilers to the audiences of their works. The study of the
phenomenon is rooted in literary history and hermeneutics, and its principal goal is to shift
the focus of investigation from the author onto the reader, often by way of looking at the
material or medium through which this connection would have occurred.4 According to this
approach, the historical meaning of a text was constructed by its audience. Given the plural
ity of audiences over time and space and in differing historical, social and cultural contexts,
meaning thus became ambiguous, multivalent and subject to the way communities ended
up remembering the past and recording those memories.5 Broadly speaking, the key terms
when discussing reception are Rezeptionsgeschichte and Wirkungsgeschichte, and both con
cepts sprang from German literary theory in the course of the 1960s. They refer to histories
of reception and influence/effect respectively. Although, according to Peter Burke, the »dis
tinction between Rezeption and Wirkung remains unclear«,6 it is possible to distinguish one
from the other. Leidulf Melve, for instance, argued that »Wirkungsgeschichte is concerned
with large time-spans in order to delineate the changing appreciation (or reception) of a
text. Rezeptionsgeschichte, on the other hand, is more interested in the immediate reception
of a text and thus outlining the ways a given audience interprets it«.7 There is, nonetheless,
an overlap in meaning between reception and ›effect‹, and both Rezeptionsgeschichte and
Wirkungsgeschichte tend to trace influences exerted by canonical works and canonical think
ers, paying particular attention to changes in the ways texts were interpreted.
Although the paradigms of Rezeptionsgeschichte and Wirkungsgeschichte provide a help
ful model to analyse audience and reception after the fact, some of the sources treated in
this volume show that it is not always useful to create sharp distinctions between authors/
compilers and readers.8 These are often instances in which the production of sources simul
taneously embodied writing and reading in an ongoing process of studying, interpreting
and writing ›new‹ sources that continues as long as there is an audience for any given text,
in any given context. The compiled texts treated here thus add a third dimension to these
two concepts, as the act of creating a collection of previously existing texts represents, with
respect to transmission, an end and a new beginning – a new text to find an audience and
a vessel that shows how older compositions continued to exert their influence.9 Seen from
this perspective, the case studies in this issue each deal with reception one way or another.
We are either dealing with compilations built upon excerpts and paraphrases from earlier
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texts, or with texts that were themselves known only as a result of later authors continuing
pre-existing narratives or scribes copying texts wholesale, as in the case of the Gesta Sanctorum Rotonensium (GSR) described by Kramer, the only extant versions of which are copies
made centuries after the moment of inscription. Moreover, as the authors and compilers
of biographical collections were themselves also readers, composition and compilation go
hand-in-hand with interpretation: both are rooted in reception and dependent on the agency
of the audience.
The study by Ward and Wieser offers a focused example of the sort of extensive reception
history that could be written about the De viris illustribus (De viris). Jerome’s catalogue of
celebrated Christian authors would come to be widely disseminated after it was sent out
by its author near the end of the 4th century. It was added to and revised at later histori
cal moments for new social and cultural contexts, spawning imitators who consciously and
creatively shaped new bio-bibliographical collections in its mould; it also provided material
to be utilised in new literary contexts such as chronicles. As such, Jerome’s De viris became
a source for the Milanese Libellus de situ civitatis Mediolani (De situ), the focus of Vocino’s
study into the intentions behind and effects of a text that aimed to anchor the lofty ideals of
Christianity to a single city. The references and allusions built into its ›textual fabric‹ reveal
the sources the author had read and utilised when penning the biographies of the bishops
of Milan, which in turn also reveal its intended audience. Vocino’s essay, furthermore, gives
clear examples of the way De situ itself, having initially been the product of one author’s en
gagement with their »resources of the past«, had a distinct reception history, dependent upon
the needs and concerns of later readers.10 Remarkably, one context in which the Milanese
episcopal biographies ended up – separately and stripped of the introductory panegyric to
Milan – was the Magnum Legendarium Austriacum, a vast collection of hagiographical texts
ordered around the liturgical calendar, in which entries from Ó Riain’s Salzburg collection,
De episcopis Salisburgensibus (De episcopis), also appear. Unsurprisingly, this was not a phe
nomenon restricted to the Christian world. Heiss’ diachronic study of South Arabian bio
graphical literature, via a comparison of the collections of al-Janadī and al-Sharjī, shows how
texts, by virtue of gaining an audience, become part of an ever-expanding set of resources
which subsequent authors, including al-Khazrajī (as discussed by Mahoney), could use to
make their points about the present.

10 Ganter et al. (eds.), Resources of the Past.
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Audience(s)
The question of reception is thus intimately connected with that of audience. The audience
comprises those who read written texts or listened to them being recited.11 If texts thus be
come a conduit through which to engage with people, actual audiences are more difficult to
reconstruct, not least because our sources often do not supply us with the necessary infor
mation to do so. Figuring out potential audiences remains a central interpretive obstacle that
studies into the nature of a composition must struggle to overcome. Audiences could be real
or imagined, intended or incidental.12 They can be approached institutionally or spiritually,
i.e. they can be exclusive, defined by a bounded and pre-existing community, or potentially
all-encompassing, the text being aimed at everybody who would heed its message. Indeed,
often it would be a combination of these categories: the isolated status of small, defined com
munities, such as monasteries, courts or schools, frequently only exists in idealised scenarios,
with the communities they contain often continuing to defy attempts at categorisation by
modern scholars. The communities implied in the GSR or De situ fall into this category:
readers and listeners are invited to use their knowledge of a specific pre-existing community
or previous experiences to reflect on the ideal presented in a text.13 Even in such isolated cas
es, the community would be embedded into a larger social, political or religious context. The
audience, subsequently, is encouraged to consider whether they are on the outside looking
in, or on the inside looking out.
As the setting of the narrative increases in scale, so do the requirements of the readers.
Authors that claim to speak for a political or religious community in its entirety would have
to take their audience on faith. Their vision of community would be a projection – an attempt
to convince their readers or listeners that they were part of a community that went far
beyond the local level. Even if it did not always feel as such, this implied a certain level of in
clusivity and community-building as well. The intended audience for Jerome’s description of
a Christian intellectual elite encompassed the highly educated classes in the Mediterranean,
who were part of the growing world of Western Christendom. Reading this compilation al
lowed Jerome’s readers to imagine themselves to be part of that community. On the Tibetan
Plateau, the Singular Volume of the Rlangs (Singular Volume) analysed by Langelaar sailed a
more proactive course, arguing for the establishment of a new socio-political order under the
leadership of the Rlang clan. At the same time, the description of the deeds of the dynasty’s
earlier exponents appears to be vying for the audience’s acceptance rather than present
ing Rlang overlordship as a fait accompli. The political message of Mahoney’s al-ʿUqūd allu ̉l u ̉ iyya fī tārīkh al-dawla al-Rasūliyya (al-ʿUqūd), on the other hand, appears to have
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See the helpful comments in Magennis, Audience(s); Foot, Internal and External Audiences; articles in Caillet et
al. (eds.), L’audience; Toorawa, Ibn Abī Ṭāhir Ṭayfūr; Hirschler, Written Word; Behrens-Abouseif, Book in Mamluk
Egypt and Syria. On preaching, see Diesenberger et al (eds.), Sermo doctorum, together with Berkey, Audience and
Authority and Bauer, Muslim Exegete.

12 A helpful division into »types« of audience is presented by Rabinowitz, Truth in Fiction, who proposed four au
diences: the actual audience (»the flesh-and-blood people who read the book«); the authorial or intended audience
(for whom the author makes »certain assumptions about [their] beliefs, knowledge, and familiarity with con
ventions«); the narrative audience (an »imitation audience« to whom the author is speaking in the voice of the
in-story narrator); and the ideal narrative audience (»for which the narrator wishes he were writing«). On this
division and its usefulness for the study of medieval narratives, see now Novokhatko and Kramer, Dead Authors.
13 Barth, Anthropology of Knowledge, argues from a trans-cultural anthropological perspective that the experience
of knowledge is based in the interconnectedness between canon, communication and social relations.
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been directed at a wider audience of educated elites, just as the expanse of the authority
of the Rasūlid dynasty in Yemen was waning. Here, the memory of past lives was aimed
at consolidation; the inclusion of many of the obituaries of political elites, scholars and
members of the broader public filled out and expanded the ways the sultanate had reached
and influenced the inhabitants of the region beyond the main chronographic narrative of
the text overall.
There are several different ways in which ›audience‹ can be equated with ›community‹.
These depend in part on whether we are dealing with the immediate or ›intended‹ audience
of a text, or with a later audience standing at a considerable temporal or spatial remove from
the original work. The initial ground for writing biographical narratives (in collections or
otherwise) may be found in crises of identity as perceived by the author.14 These would be put
in a logical sequence and thereby projected onto their intended audience with a view towards
making them part of a community.15 Such crises, in turn, could be a catalyst for strength
ening a community or form the core of a new category of belonging. Similar conclusions
can be reached, however, without focusing on crises per se.16 Communities, after all, are not
simple, fixed groups but rather are fluid, dynamic and ever-changing.17 They regularly need
to be maintained, reaffirmed and reoriented, and not only in times of heightened stress. Fo
cusing on the moment of inscription of single compositions or the moment of compilation of
multiple texts may be a step towards a (comparative) model that takes into account the dis
crepancies between the original intent of an author and the later uses of his or her writings
– even, or especially, if the choices made during the composition of a life story do not reflect
the expectations of the audience, setting in motion a renewed cycle of looking for meaning.18
When considering audiences as communities, several (overlapping) conceptual models
can be applied, each of which focuses on a different starting and end point. Stanley Fish
presented the idea of »interpretative communities«, in which he argued that, for any
given audience, textual meaning is socially and culturally constructed.19 From a Western
medievalist perspective, Brian Stock influentially wrote of »textual communities«: »micro
societies organized around the common understanding of a script«.20 Constant J. Mews and
John N. Crossley edited a collection of essays under the title »communities of learning«,
which are understood as »the framework in which ideas are developed and exchanged« and
each one of these communities »attached particular importance to some discipline and to
some set of texts«.21 Moving away from looking at the interdependent relations existing be
tween and through texts, sociological approaches such as Robert Wuthnow’s »communities
of discourse« emphasise the importance of debates as a catalyst for spreading knowledge.22

14 Pohl, History in Fragments.
15 See White, Value of Narrativity, and White, Question of Narrative.
16 For example, Pössel, Consolation of Community.
17 Pohl, Comparing Communities.
18 Baumeister and Wilson, Life Stories.
19 Fish, Authority of Interpretive Communities.
20 Stock, Implications of Literacy; quotation here from Stock, On the Uses of the Past, 23; see also p. 150, where a
textual community is »an interpretive community, but it also is a social entity«.
21 Mews and Crossley, Introduction; see also Vocino’s contribution to this volume.
22 Wuthnow, Communities of Discourse.
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In order to emphasise the social processes of learning, Steven Vanderputten and Micol Long
have fruitfully utilised the model of »communities of practice« pioneered by Jean Lave and
Étienne Wenger to gauge the extent to which the transmission of knowledge engendered a
»continuous and potentially endless process of personal improvement« and to examine how
communities are strengthened through the communication practices between peers, stu
dents and teachers.23 In each case, the underlying notions of community have been helpful
in linking authors to their audiences, but at the same time the ›fuzzy‹ nature of ›community‹
underpinning these models has sometimes obfuscated the extent to which this factored into
the writing or compilation process at all. While this need not be a problem when dealing with
single (small-scale) communities or developments within a given large-scale community, it
does become an issue when attempting to make comparative statements across cultures.24
Texts and Contexts
Given that the collections under scrutiny are in the end ›snapshots‹ of ongoing processes
of community or identity formation and actualisation, the question of temporal or indeed
geographical distance from their sources and intended audiences becomes salient.25 This
affects our reading and analytical practices in two notable ways. On the one hand, proximity
to a community implies that authors would have had an idea about how their texts would be
received – and let this affect their style and register. Writing for a literate audience who will
read and carefully scrutinise a text is different from writing for an audience whose primary
method of partaking in its contents is to listen to the words being read aloud.26 Between these
two extremes, grey areas such as literate listeners or readers with various levels of erudition
need to be considered, of course, but depending on the style and register of a narrative it may
be possible to parse the author or compiler’s appreciation of a potential intended audience.27
Equally important for our understanding of the choices made by the author is the question of
what the audience would be expected to know about the subjects in a given text or collection.
How much liberty would an author be allowed to take with the memory of the audience?
How much liberty was expected? Would subversions of what actually happened be accept
able if the lessons contained within the story were ultimately deemed to be more important
than the ›truth‹, i.e. if the topoi and rhetorical devices used produced a result that lived up
to what the audience believed anyway?28 In part, these considerations even play into the idea
that any narrative of necessity marks off a series of happenings from its wider context and
in doing so embeds it within the larger corpus of collective memory.29 As this happens, as

23 Long, Communities of Practice, 44; Vanderputten, Commentary, 455-456.
24 Cf. the remarks by Van den Braembussche, Historical Explanation; Conermann and Rheingans, Narrative Pat
terns; following Hannken-Illjes, Making a Comparative Object, who notes that the ›fuzzy‹ nature of the relation
between texts and audiences is precisely what makes it a fruitful comparative issue.
25 See Pohl, Comparing Communities, esp. 23-25.
26 See for instance Innes, Memory; Hirschler, Written Word; Ong, Orality and Literacy, 71-73.
27 Mostert, Communication.
28 Otter, Fiction in Historical Writing
29 See the introductory remarks (on historiography) in White, Metahistory.
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it is being read, the audience might make assumptions about – or at least have to reconcile
their assumptions with – the intentions of the author. The author, conversely, may try to
write towards the expectations of the audience. Reception, on this scale, is what happens at
the interface between these intentions and expectations. The community is what shapes the
narrative and allows its written version to exist.30
Distance, on the other hand, initially raises the question of why a long view had to be de
veloped in the first place; why did authors or compilers opt to reach back into unknowable,
mythological pasts foreign to their audience, while at the same time invoking the familiar
and thus creating an image of past lives which ultimately deepened bonds among communi
ties in the present?31 In such cases, the persistence of institutions or political entities rather
than small-scale communities may be at stake, as if a proportional relation exists between
temporal distance and the size of the potential audience or underlying community. The dif
fering institutional characters of the texts under scrutiny here – addressing face-to-face
monastic communities or projecting ideals onto the more ephemeral idea of a universal au
dience – provide different clues about authorial intention and regarding the group of people
to whom a given text applied whether they wanted it or not.32 The tension between authorial
intentions and audience assumptions concerning the meaning of ›community‹ for each party
implies that, for every text, the dynamic between author and recipient would be subtly dif
ferent. Attempts to study these dynamics would thus help showcase the standards to which
authors held their respective communities. Life stories collected in support of the archie
piscopal see of Salzburg, the Rasūlid court or the Phag mo gru ruling house invoke a form
of ›institutional memory‹, but only to the extent that they called for support to secure their
continued existence or impressed upon the audience the need to accept the emotional and
temporal nature of their community. In the overlap between religious and secular or even
institutional thought, this issue takes on a special meaning within the genre of ›life writing‹,
as the death of individuals may be a signal that the foundations of an overarching community
are weakening or be used to invoke the memory of these people, thus seeking to strengthen
the community implied by the audience.
The Tibetan Singular Volume appears most explicit in communicating its combination of
worldly and spiritual concerns to the audience: the author seems to have been aware that
the audience expected martial prowess as well as religious purity of its potential leaders.
The monks listening to the stories in the GSR, on the other hand, would be presented with
a vision of the wider world as an obstacle between them and their salvation, a series of chal
lenges intended to test their mettle. A diachronic perspective on the South Arabian ṭabaqāt
shows how priorities shifted from author to author as they each needed to link an essentially
immutable series of lives to the concerns of the present. Conversely, the lives of the bishops
of Milan or Salzburg could be used to provide a stable bedrock – a timeless foundation which
served as a jumping-off point to create a new image of a city, for example by highlighting the
spiritual prowess of individual saints to a universal audience.

30 See the opening remarks on belief and falsity in Eco, Serendipities: Language & Lunacy, 1-22.
31 Cf. Hen et al. (eds.), Uses of the Past; Gantner et al (eds.), Resources of the Past.
32 Lake, Authorial Intention.
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As we have seen, variations in the contents and manuscript contexts of these collections
arise in the course of their transmission. This, in turn, showcases the versatile nature of the
hagiographical or biographical genre. On the one hand, their reception (combined with the
perceived intentions of their respective authors) depended on the needs of both author and
audience. On the other hand, the fact that people may have been aware of this versatility also
raises questions about the way separate stories would be perceived as part of a collective or
as narratives of exemplary individuals.
Collective Endeavours
The link between author and audience as defined through the texts themselves is thus an
idealised construct, a medium that in a practical sense was shaped by the context of its
inception and the social logic behind its communication – which would have included the
awareness that different audiences would have differing experiences when engaging with
the stories within.33 Texts could be composed, or later compiled or even serialised, in order
to be recited to an assembled group or to be read by individuals within a larger collective.
They might be geared towards the moral edification of an audience or designed as reference
works to be consulted in the context of private study. The observation that authors and com
pilers self-consciously engaged with these questions shaped the use of such works – both
regarding their intended function and their reception in practice. Depending on how well
a compiler succeeded in conveying the intended message or how popular a given reading
proved to be, this engagement with the actual compilation – the new narrative as it was re
purposed – could end up providing a prescriptive framework for the form subsequent com
positions ought to take. The reception (and indeed the survival) of single narratives would
be shaped by their place in a larger compilation, whereas the composition of new stories
might be influenced by the existence of serialised frameworks rather than hagiographical
or biographical genres per se. As such, the decision to incorporate single stories into larger,
composite stories becomes a central part of how we should consider the transmission and re
ception of narratives large and small.34 The existence of purposely made collections affected
the discursive role of individual life stories – and vice versa.
The reception of De viris in the 9th-century West shows how monastic libraries produced
manuscripts collecting together all versions of the text (Jerome’s original plus his continu
ators) fully aware that it was itself a collection comprised of smaller texts. In part, the idea
was that these meta-compilations together presented an archive of a potential original; but
an equally important goal was for them to be used as lists against which to check their insti
tutions’ library holdings. Thereby, such collections provided a valuable service in fostering
or preserving the self-worth and thus resilience of an institution. As this example shows,
compiling – the conscious gathering of life stories – thus stretches not only the concepts of
community but also of time and place in the eyes and ears of the audience. Adding multiple

33 Spiegel, Social Logic; Hirschler, Written Word; see especially the methodological remarks in Spencer-Hall,
Medieval Saints, 11-59.
34 ›Appropriation‹ might be part of this process as well, as this too relies on the use and reuse of texts and traditions
with a view towards establishing authority: Ashley and Plesch, Cultural Processes of Appropriation.
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life stories makes a text as a whole more flexible, more adaptable to specific needs at a given
time and thus more likely to be taken as a reflection of a community by its members. By ex
panding the time described beyond a single life, a history is created. By embedding people
from various times and places in a single narrative, the audience is being made part of some
thing bigger than their immediate surroundings. By highlighting the deeds (and deaths) of
certain people, they are being confronted with more than one ideal and given more incentive
to become part of the network of mutual obligations that is a community. At its most basic,
adding more people to a story shows that a community is only as strong as its members: a
logical point, perhaps, but one worth keeping in mind.
These points converge whenever a series of lives is also a collection of previously existing
narratives. On the one hand, there need not be an essential difference between single texts by
individual authors and later compilations with respect to authorial intent and audience per
ception. On the other hand, collections of older works are not the same as standalone works,
and, as has been made clear in the preceding sections, the differences between writing goals
and compilation goals need to be taken into account. Nevertheless, the simple observation
that compiling, adapting or continuing texts is both an act of reception and of (re)creation
bears repeating. For all intents and purposes, there is an audience built into any collection,
any réécriture and any deliberate continuation of a pre-existing work.35 Beyond the recog
nition that the decision to incorporate a given work into a larger textual whole is a form of
conservation or archiving, there is the awareness that this action taps into a whole new au
dience whose perception of any part of the work changes accordingly.36
As such, the mere act of compiling calls for a reassessment of the intended audience, now
seen in the context not of the initial composition but of the time the decision was made to
recast a narrative into a different format. Works such as the ṭabaqāt, the different versions
of the rise of the Rlang dynasty as well as De situ, De episcopis or the many adaptations of
Jerome’s De viris thus become a testament to the author/compiler as audience. They provide
a lasting proof that people continued to engage with texts in more elaborate ways than re
reading or copying them. The various uses of the collective biography of the bishops of Milan
provide an especially illustrative example of the ways in which »authorial« intentions could
be adapted to new contexts from one manuscript to the next. Conversely, the development of
texts such as the Singular Volume or al-ʿUqūd as a function (or reflection) of their overarching
political context shows how the same core of information could be read and represented dif
ferently: even if the text or its form stayed the same, it could take on new meaning as the
circumstances around it changed.

35 See Goullet and Heinzelmann (eds.) La réécriture hagiographique.
36 Dierkens, Quelques réflexions; comparatively, see for example Lee, Role of Buddhist Monks.
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The exertion of authority over the audience becomes an apparent factor here. The com
munal nature of a collection could be made to defend a present by hearkening back to a
past full of virtues and wonders, essentially creating a »community of memory« – mem
ories which are then projected onto a better future.37 On the other side of that same coin,
those perceived as threatening the coherence of a community or transgressing its norms
could be excluded from remembrance; political or religious opponents could likewise be
excised from pre-existing collections, their excision a warning to those who want to be
long.38 In either case, someone needed to make that decision, and enough people needed
to accept it for this new version to become valid. The future of a collection would thus de
pend on being inclusive as well as exclusive: if so many great individuals had come before,
imagine how many more might follow. One need not even read the entire work for this
message to be impinged upon those willing to accept it: the material and visual aspects
of a collection, encompassing the way a single story was embedded in a manuscript con
taining more of them, evoked a powerful ›vision of community‹ in and of themselves. The
choice to keep certain life stories, and to collect and compile these into coherent narra
tives was thus an attempt to represent the future of a community by bequeathing a collec
tive history to the next generation.39 And regardless of the discourse underlying the choices
made, regardless of whatever (real or idealised) community drove an author to start com
piling in the first place, in the end we are looking at narrative constructions that allow us
»to glimpse what it meant to experience and engage in contemporary political culture«.40
It is the lure of an audience that continues to drive the will to conserve and impart knowl
edge, and it is the role of an audience to receive and digest knowledge. Nevertheless, in any
given case it remains to be determined whether that audience has become a community
because a text has been written for them, whether a narrative is constructed because there
was a community waiting for it or whether the resulting compilations themselves represent
a community better than any individual (text or author) could ever hope to achieve.41
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37 Assmann, Das kulturelle Gedächtnis, 275, talks of an »Erinnerungsgemeinschaft«.
38 Savant, Iran’s Conversion; Kloppenborg, Christʹs Associations, 131-135, points out that such »memory sanctions«
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no mere observer of the world around him. And it is too simplistic to suppose that he served as mouthpiece for the
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views of other people within his community or of a larger Frankish nation. He was an individual within a dynamic
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41 Cf. for instance Stein, Reality Fictions, 210: »Representational practices, too, are real actors in the social world«.
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